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Dive deep inside the architecture of SQL Server 2012Explore the core engine of Microsoft SQL
Server 2012—and put that practical knowledge to work. Led by a team of SQL Server experts,
you’ll learn the skills you need to exploit key architectural features. Go behind the scenes to
understand internal operations for creating, expanding, shrinking, and moving databases—
whether you’re a database developer, architect, or administrator.Discover how to:Dig into SQL
Server 2012 architecture and configurationUse the right recovery model and control transaction
loggingReduce query execution time through proper index designTrack events, from triggers to
the Extended Event EngineExamine internal structures with database console
commandsTranscend row-size limitations with special storage capabilitiesChoose the right
transaction isolation level and concurrency modelTake control over query plan caching and reuse

About the AuthorKalen Delaney, a Microsoft MVP for SQL Server since 1993, provides
advanced SQL Server training to clients worldwide. She is a contributing editor and columnist for
SQL Server Magazine and the author of several highly regarded books, including Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 Internals.Conor Cunningham is principal architect of the SQL Server Core Engine
Team at Microsoft.Paul S. Randal is a Microsoft MVP, trainer, and contributing editor for TechNet
Magazine.
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Arthur L. Hill, “If you make your living or are planning on making your living in an MS SQL 2012
Environment - Read this.. As way of introduction, I am a CPA, MBA, MCSD, MCDBA - (for those
of you who know, these are old credentials) I have made my living designing, coding, and
supporting SQL based systems since Informix introduced Smartware. Most of my work has
been done in MS SQL Server and Access.I have spent countless hours trying to solve problems
related to MS SQL Server because I never read this book or any like it. I don't care how long you
have been working in MS SQL Server, if you do not understand the internals of how the engine
works, you will waste vast amounts of time and most likely produce code and environments,
which although they may function, are not optimized. You will spend hours trying to solve
problems because you will not even know where to start looking.This book is highly technical
and extremely dry in many places. You will not take it to the beach for light reading. It will take a
long time to work through this book and much of it may not seem relevant to you at the moment.
I admit skimming some of the longer examples, but they are there for you to use in the future
when you hit a wall.This book is for persons who have a good amount of experience working
with SQL Server and are moving up to 2012 and really want to understand the product from the
inside out. You do need a good understanding of hardware system nomenclature and
functionality to understand the references in the book.If you are an T-SQL developer and you
think you don't really need the information in this book, you are wrong. As all of us who have
written a million lines of T-SQL code in our lives know that there are a thousand different ways to
get from point A to point B. Although all of them may work, 99% of them are inefficient at least.
This book will give you the background understanding to know when you are headed done the
wrong road.”

Rebeba, “Gift for a SQL Server DBA. This was a gift for my husband, who seems very happy
with it. I can't speak to the content, because I couldn't possibly know less about SQL Server. I
do know that many of the Microsoft SQL Server books are written by respected experts within
the community and that this book is no exception. If you have a SQL Server DBA in your circle of
friends or family and you want to surprise them with a book related to THEIR interests, this isn't a
bad choice.”

Stan Matofu, “Excellent! Lots of in-depth details and good examples.. Excellent! Lots of in-depth
details and good examples. The book is pretty advanced, but everything is well explained and
included scripts help to understand the subject and follow technical description. This is not a
book to learn SQL or T-SQL (which is good), but a book explaining how SQL Server works
internally.”

A. Yakubu, “This book is great for people that already have knowledge of SQL Server. This book
is great for people that already have knowledge of SQL Server, it's not for beginners. A lot of



details on SQL internals.”

Ravie, “Amazing book that takes you for a ride on sql server!. Excellent book. I am working on sql
server since few years and this book made me feel I knew very little about it. Definitely
recommend for in-depth knowledge on sql server internals.”

M. D. Bell, “Clearand Full Explanations. Clear, definitive,precise and as easy to read as any
technical book can be.”

M. Go, “Five Stars. Probably the best publication out there for SQL Server.”

W. Burgeson, “Very thorough. I bought this book (on kindle) as I am pursuing the sql
certifications and wanted a better background understanding of what is going on underneath. As
a .net / sql dev I am not from an admin background and therefore was not overly familiar with the
more low level aspects.This book goes into great detail on subjects such as how data and
indexes are physically stored, how queries are executed, and of course compiled and cached
too, how back ups and indeed the log file work, and many other things.The book also quite
liberally discusses the DMOs which are provided and which the admin exam likes you to know,
amongst other things.It goes without saying that more reading and practical hands on playing
with a test system from an admin perspective is required before taking the various exams,
however this is a very good that journey”

Bharat Kadi, “Very nice book. Nice book to understand how sql works internally. Gets boring
though due to lack of colors and pictures. Get sleepy very soon and difficult grasp concepts due
to lack of pictures. If you have high budget purchase Pro sql server internals by Dmitri
Korotkevitch instead. It has many demonstration pictures and is fun to read. I went through PDF
of internals by Dmitri book.”

Asit Rout, “Great in-depth SQL Server knowledge. Keep this book all the time with you in case
you have any doubt regarding the architecture of how SQL works. It has great details and I found
it really useful.”

Antonio Martinez Albala, “Si quieres conocer a fondo SQL Server 2012. Todos los secretos y
posibilidades de ajuste en un solo libro. Si necesitar conocer y afinar tu sql server este libro te
será de gran ayuda.”

Mallesh nalla, “100% genuine product:). Good book and price is less compare to books outlet ..
The best delivery in Amazon....”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 38 people have provided feedback.
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